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When we look at a page of writing, it talks to us.Handwriting analysis (or graphology) is the key to

deciphering peopleâ€™s messages in their script.Handwriting analysis reveals how others think and

feel, what pleases some and offends others. It is without doubt one of the most accurate keys for

assessing personality.As people put handwriting analysis to work in their everyday life, they will

suddenly find it easier to â€œclickâ€• with friends, family, co-workers and partners. Handwriting

analysis empowers them in all their relationships.How handwriting analysis will benefit you in many

situationsYou have the right to know about people around you. If you need a car mechanic it is

important that you find an honest oneâ€” one who does not replace perfectly good parts or charge

you for repairs you didn't need. Handwriting tells.If you plan to team up with someone in a business

partnership, you want to knowÂ whether or not he will cheat you. You can find out quickly and easily

with graphology.In marriage, understanding the partner is of vital importance. Misunderstandings

may occur because one partner is emotionally controlled and undemonstrative. To a more

emotional partner this writer may appear cold and unconcerned when in reality, feelings are quite

strong beneath the surface. Graphology can lead to greater compatibility.Parents often donâ€™t

know the very things about their offspring that should get their utmost attention. The youngsters'

writingsÂ will warn them if problems are about to develop. Handwriting analysis will reveal the truth

.Like fingerprints, everyone is different from everyone else on earth. With handwriting analysis you,

the reader, will be able to analyze your own important traits. You will discover your success

attributes. What are the conflicts that badger you and hold you back? How can you reduce tension

and handle every-day stresses with greater ease?Order this book now and let the learning

beginJust scroll up to the top and click the orange Buy Now buttonYouÂ don't need a Kindle to buy

this book. You can download aÂ Free Kindle Reader to your smartphone, tablet or computer.
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There is alot of stuff floating around about Handwriting Analysis, most of it is very superficial or just

repeats things heard from other places but the authors don't really have a deep understanding for

WHY those lines or slants equal that trait. They also have no idea how to 'stack' traits, and just call

out single, unrelated ones. "You're intelligent, you're a good listener, you focus very hard, but not

always, but sometimes,..." etc. They contradict themselves, or they focus on the entertainment

value of the show of handwriting analysis, not the science.Dr. Karohs is just astounding in her depth

of understanding and her deep devotion to this science. She works as an industrial analyst every

day, so this is not just theory that she writes about. It is real world practice and plenty of it.If the

science of handwriting analysis is attractive or intriguing to you, do yourself a favor and get

materials by Dr. Karohs. Many other handwriting analyst books are "McGraphology". Dr. Karohs is

the real deal.
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